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easy-to-follow description and sound methods, the book might profitably
be used for teaching advanced undergraduate and graduate students.
Stephen A. Kowalewski
Universityof Georgia

Making the Commons Work: Theory, Practice, and Policy. By Daniel W
Bromley.ICS Press, San Francisco, 1992, 339 pp., $44.95 (cloth).
This volume is the latest in a series of recent publicationsconcerning
the managementof commonpropertyresources,among them excellent collections edited by McKay and Acheson and Berkes and a comprehensive
theoreticalconsiderationby Elinor Ostrom.The papershere were prepared
for a 1985 conference on the subject, and updated for this publication.
They add no new theoreticalor policy-orientedperspectiveto the excellent
and comprehensivecoverage of the previousvolumes, but they do offer a
number of additional (and well-presented, interesting, and useful) case
studies.
All these publications,includingthe one under review,draw their inspirationfrom a single, short articlepublishedin Sciencein 1968 by Garrett
Hardin, called "The Tragedyof the Commons."In this provocativeessay,
Hardin challengedwhat he perceived as the then-popularcall for communal ownershipof variousresourcesby pointing out the high risk of destruction of these resources as a consequence of the logical, selfish pursuit of
profit by individualmembersat the expense of the groupas a whole (known
as the "free rider"problem). Less than 10 years later, Hardin provided an
amplificationand refinement of his views, in the first collection of essays
on the topic. In this work he considers, as do the subsequent volumes,
instances in which common propertymanagementseems to work well, and
instanceswhen it does not, and what factors seem to play a role in success
and failure.
Consequently,it is a little surprisingto read attacksby Bromley and
Runge in this volume on positions which claim that common propertyinevitablyleads to resource mismanagementand ecological disaster-that is,
it is surprisingthat anyone today would hold such a position, and that anyone would find it worth the time to refute it. There are already sufficient
documentedcase historiesof common propertymanagementsuccesses and
failures to render this an academic exercise. On the other hand, the occasional insistence on the intrinsicvalue of common propertyto people and
their communitiesin this collection sounds somewhat romantic and often
unnecessarilydefensive.
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However, the recent demise of socialist regimes in Eastern Europe,
the former Soviet Union, and other areas of the world, and the spread of
the effort to privatizewhat were either state-managedor locally-managed
enterprises,does add a new cogency to the considerationof how to select
an appropriateresource-managementinstrument.While the essays in this
volume do not refer to either this situationor to instances of communitybased managementof resources in socialist regimes in the recent past, it
is worthwhile reflecting on the implications of their conclusions in this
wider context. I shall return to this point below.
The case studies presented here concentrate on "traditional"management practices,mostly in relativelysmall-scalecommunities,in rurallocations isolated, at least until recently,from modernurbanizedcenters.The
essays adhere, for the most part, to the useful analyticframeworkdevised
by Ronald Oakerson (presented in Chapter3) which defines the concepts
each author uses and sets out the attributesto be considered within four
differentcategories:physicaland technical,decision-makingarrangements,
patterns of interaction,and outcomes. In addition to sharing a common
framework,the case studies also share a common concern with historical
context and change throughtime. This latter feature greatlyenhances their
interest and usefulness both for theoretical and policy considerations.Finally, the case studies pay attention not only to variationthroughtime, but
also to regionalvariabilitywith respect to the differentattributesdescribed,
and often attempt to account for this variability.Overall, the case studies
are of excellent quality,each with somethingdifferentto add to the whole.
MargaretMcKean'sdescriptionof several centuries of management
of uncultivatedcommon lands in Japan providesan instance of highly formalized, codified organizationof common propertymanagement,one extreme of sophisticationin a continuum. She attributesthe emergence of
this managementto perceptionsof deforestationboth on the part of communitiesand on the part of nationalrulers;the arrangementsmade to regulate use of resources had to meet their different interests.This case study
is one of the most complex and fascinatingin the book. Also outstanding
is Robert Wade's discussion of communitymanagementof two different
type of resources, grazing land and irrigationwater, and their effects on
one another, in South Indianvillages. Wade points out that the villages in
his sample vary considerablyin the degree to which they are organizedto
manage common property;the most organized are those at highest risk
with regard to crop production because they are located farthest downstream from irrigationsources, and at the same time have the best grazing
(hence the most to gain from regulationof its use). With his usual clarity
of exposition, he describes precisely how the resources are managed, by
whom, what are the costs, what are the benefits, and so forth.
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The volume offers two interesting,and in some ways surprising,crossculturalcomparisons.One is an essay by Bruce Campbelland Ricardo Godoy on commonfield agriculture in the Andes and Medieval England,
surprisingbecause of the detailed similaritiesin managementpractices in
such widely separated, ecologically different and historicallydistinct locations. Campbelland Godoy point out that this form of management,commonfield agriculture, is fairly rare, but is also found in Europe,
Mesoamerica, India, the Middle East, and Africa, in specifically-defined
instances. They do point out, in the two cases they compare, important
differences resulting from differences in technology and in sociopolitical
context. A second comparison looks at historical change in management
of common propertyforest resources in Niger and Thailand over the past
century.James Thomson,David Feeny, and Ronald Oakersoncompare the
two with respect to the rise, and then the dissolution,of common property
managementregimes.They attributecollapse and failureof the Niger management system largelyto incompetenceand inappropriatenesson the part
of first colonial and later independent state management interference.
Though an oversimplificationon my part, in Thailanddecline is attributed
to the effects of economic development.
Fikret Berkes providesa differentsort of comparison;an examination
of five different coastal fisheries in Turkey reveals differencesin effectiveness of commonpropertymanagement.Two of the five were unable to resist
encroachmentsby outside commercialcompetitors,with the consequence
that catch per unit of fishing effort declined. Negative consequences from
outside incursionsare also reportedby John Cordelland MargaretMcKean
for their case study of coastal fisheries in Bahia, Brazil.This latter instance
representsanotherextremein the continuummentioned above, in its informality of organization.Indeed, it is difficult to see how this is a case of
resource managementat all, though Cordell and McKean take care to explore the culturalbases for regulatedinteractionsamong fisherman.
More formal are the arrangementsdescribedby Jere Gilles, Abdellah
Hammoudi, and Mohamed Mahdi for regulation of access to pasture
among the Berber in Morocco, and by Piers Blaikie, John Harriss, and
Adam Pain for "wasteland"or "forest"resources in Tamil Nadu, India.
The latter case study examines a wide variety of different resources, and
pays attention to interactionbetween communityand state regulation.
Together, these studies broaden our knowledge about the range of
variabilityin methods and contexts of common propertyresource management. As I indicated above, it is probably no longer necessary to prove
that common managementcan work any more than it is necessaryto point
out that sometimes it does not. David Feeny speculates on the research
agenda in one of the final chapters,with a considerationof the strengths
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and weaknesses of various approaches.Elinor Ostrom'sconcluding essay
raises the provocativequestion of whethersurvivalof "appropriatororganizations" is itself enough, or whether we should be asking more of them.
This is, indeed, a central issue, the criticalone where policy is concerned.
Ostrom'sadvice in this matter is modest in the extreme.
To return to the issue raised earlier in this review,what are the implicationsof theory and researchon common propertymanagementas exemplified in this volume for regions of the world which are shifting away
from moribundsocialistregimesto new formsof management?The writers
in this volume appearto suggest that common propertymanagementworks
best in situationsthat are stable. Though common propertiesmay contribute to stability, their defenses against exogenous destabilizingagents are
weak. There seems to be consensus that individualselfishnesscannot take
the blame for the failureof commonpropertymanagementwhere it occurs,
not because individualsare not selfish and motivatedto cheat their neighbors, but ratherbecause successfulcommon propertymanagementsystems
have effective disincentivesfor such actions.These disincentives,while protecting the pool of common property resources, also curb individualentrepreneurship, investment, experimentation, and innovation. Perhaps
future investigationsof the common propertymanagementissue for either
theoretical or policy recommendationpurposes should take the negative
implicationsof these disincentivesmore seriouslyinto account. Mistakenly
or not, the formerlysocialist regimes are less concerned with the conservation of their resources,than they are with developing new means to use
what they have to help them to thrive. Many of their own members, as
well as outside critics, feel that curbingindividualinitiativewas the most
serious mismanagementpractice of all.
Susan H. Lees
Hunter College, CUNY

Plants and Harappan Subsistence. By StevenA. Weber.Westview Press,
Boulder and Oxford;IBH PublishingCo. Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi, 1991,
200 pp., $34.50 (cloth).
This volume presents a detailed descriptionand analysisof the seed
remains discovered during archeological excavations (1982-1986) at the
prehistoricsite of Rojdi (ca. 2500-1800 B.C.) in Gujarat,India. Studies of
paleobotanical remains from third and second millennium B.C. sites in
South Asia are too few and oftentimes inadequate,so this contributionis
very welcome to specialists in the field. Although there is a discussionof

